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ANALYSIS OF POVERTY TRANSITIONS IN POLAND USING
MULTILEVEL DISCRETE-TIME EVENT HISTORY MODELS
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Abstract
Poverty analysis is carried out mostly in cross-sectional terms. Enriching analysis with time
factor allows to reply questions about changes in poverty over a period. In the long run units
(households, families, etc.) can entry and exit the poverty zone. Analysis of determinants of
these changes can indicate a group of vulnerable households entering into the poverty zone
and those which have the best chance of exiting from poverty.
The main objective of this paper is to identify determinants of poverty in time of
transformation of Polish economy, in years 2000-2013. To achieve this aim, multilevel
discrete-time event history logit models were used. Logit models of entering (exiting) poverty
were estimated in two versions – the first variant includes the number of years spent outside
poverty zone, while the second scenario includes also selected socio-economic characteristics
of the household and the head of household (e.g. place of residence, sex and age of
household’s head).
Key words: poverty transitions, event history analysis, discrete-time models.
DOI: 10.15611/amse.2014.17.24
1. Introduction
Poverty is usually analyzed in a static way. This way of analyzing the phenomenon does
not allow to obtain a picture of poverty changes in the long term. Particularly important from
the point of view of social policy is to identify groups of households at-risk of long-term
poverty. These groups of households are often at-risk of social exclusion and biological
degradation. For this reason, it is important to identify these households and to prevent longterm poverty.
The purpose of this article is to determine whether the length of time spent in (out of)
poverty affect the ability of poverty exit (enter). The aim of the study is also to identify the
characteristics of households and households’ heads conductive entering and exiting from
poverty. To achieve this aim, event history analysis models with discrete time were used. The
dependent variable in event history analysis, which is also known as survival analysis,
duration analysis or hazard modelling, is the duration until event occurrence. Outcome
variable in our analysis is individual change in poverty status from one period to another
(poverty entries and exits) which are called events. Periods between two poverty entries
(exits) are called spells or episodes. Spell is also defined as waiting time for the occurrence of
event (Frątczak, Gach-Ciepiela, Babiker, 2005, 23). A key quantity in survival analysis is
hazard rate which can be interpreted as probability that an event (poverty entry or poverty
exit) occurs during a very small interval of time t given that no event has occurred in a
previous interval (Steele, 2008). Hazard rates are calculated using only the population that is
still at-risk of experiencing the event. Poverty entry or poverty exit may occur at any time, but
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the panel data are in discrete-time intervals, a discrete-time hazard model is more appropriate
than a continuous-time hazard model (Jenkins, 2004). In analysis we used well-known
discrete-time model, i.e. logit model.
2. Data
Study of poverty dynamics in Poland was based on seven waves of panel realized in years
2000-2013 in the framework of project "Social Diagnosis" (Council for Social Monitoring,
2014). In subsequent waves of the study involved all households from the previous wave and
holding of a new representative sample. The analysis of the dynamics of poverty refers to
households participating in any wave of the panel.
Poverty analysis adopted economic definition of poverty. As an indicator of households’
wealth assumed net income of households in Poland in February 2000, 2003, 2005, 2007,
2009, 2011 and 2013. In order to take account the differences in a household’s size and
composition there was calculated equivalised income by dividing the household’s income by
its equivalent size, which was calculated using the modified OECD equivalence scale. This
scale assigns 1 to the first adult of the household, 0.5 to each subsequent adult aged 14 or
more and 0.3 to children (each person under 14). There were adopted household weighted
equivalised income. Poverty threshold was set at 60% of the median equivalised income.
3. Methodology
3.1 Discrete-Time Hazard Analysis for Recurrent Events
Many events in economic or social research may occur more than once to an individual
over the observation period. Households participating in panel in “Social Diagnosis” project
could enter to poverty zone (or exit from poverty zone) several times, which means the events
may be repeated.
Let Tik be a set of random variables representing the time at which the k th event occurs to
individual i , and let tik be the realized value of Tik . The onset of risk for event k is defined
as the first time point after occurrence of event k  1 where a transition of status can take
place. The discrete-time hazard rate for individual i for the first event ( k  1 ) is then defined
as (Callens, Croux, 2009)
Pi1t  PrTi1  t Ti1  t 
and for subsequent events ( k  2,3,... ) has the form





Pikt  Pr Tik  t Tik  t,Ti1  ti1 , Ti 2  ti 2 ,..., Ti k 1  ti k 1 .
The next step is to specify how this hazard depends on time and explanatory variables. The
most popular choice is the logistic regression function (Iceland, 1997; McKernan, Ratcliffe,
2005; Stevens, 1999; Steele, 2011)
1
Pikt 
,
1  exp(  (t )  xikt  ui )
which can also be written in logit form
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 P 
log ikt    (t )  xikt  ui ,
 1  Pikt 
where Pikt is the probability of an event during interval t , xikt is a vector of covariates (time
varying or defined at the episode or individual level),  (t ) is some function of t , which we
refer to as the baseline logit-hazard. For example,  (t ) may take the form of linear or
polynomial function. The most flexible form for  (t ) is a step function which is specified by
treating t as a categorical variable. Time is treated as a dummy variable with the category
specified for each time interval
 (t )  1i D1   2i D2  ...   si Ds ,

where D1 , D2 ,..., Ds are dummies for time intervals t  1,2,...,s and s is the maximum
observed event time. Vector of dummies for t leads to a piecewise-constant hazard model.
Individual-specific unobservables are represented by ui , which is usually assumed to follow a
normal distribution with mean zero and variance  2 (Steele 2011).
We can notice when events are repeatable, event history data have a two-level hierarchical
structure with spells (level 1) nested within individuals (level 2). Thus repeated events may be
analysed by using multilevel models. A random-effect logit model, which is also known as a
shared-frailty model, takes a form (1). Using multilevel modelling terminology (1) is referred to
as two-level random intercept model, because the transformed probability of an event in interval
t is shifted up or down by an amount ui ~ N (0,  2 ) for a given individual but the effects of
duration and covariates are assumed to be constant across individuals (Steele, 2008, 2011).
3.2 Estimation Procedures
Random-effects models for recurrent events can be fitted using any multilevel modelling
software, however packages vary in the estimation procedures used, leading to differences in
parameter estimates. Models can be fitted using mainstream software (e.g. Stata, SAS) and
specialist multilevel modelling software (e.g. MLwIN, SABRE). Model parameters can be
estimated using maximum likelihood method (SAS, Stata, SABRE), quasi-likelihood methods
(MLwIN) and Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods (MLwIN). Some authors
(Browne, Draper, 2006) draw attention to flexibility of MCMC methods and ability of
extension MCMC to more complex problems, even with rather large data sets.
Logit models were estimated in MLwiN using 1st order marginal quasi-likelihood
(MQL-1), 2nd order penalized quasi-likelihood (PQL-2) and MCMC methods. MQL and PQL
methods are based on first- or second-order Taylor expansions. MQL involves expansion
around the fixed part of the model, whereas PQL additionally includes the random part in its
expansion (Hedeker, 2008). The PQL method generally gives better estimates than the MQL
method, but is more prone to convergence problems and so a typical strategy is to try MQL
estimation first and if this succeeds then move onto PQL estimation using the MQL estimates
as starting values for the PQL procedure (Lawson, Browne, Vidal Rodeiro, 2003, 40). Results
of the second order PQL are used as starting values in the MCMC Bayesian method. In
MCMC sampling with multilevel models it is natural to use as starting values the likelihood
and quasi-likelihood results from MQL/PQL in models (Browne, Draper, 2006). The
Bayesian approach to statistics can be thought of as a sequential learning approach. In the
Bayesian approach we wish to combine our prior beliefs/ideas with the data collected to
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produce new posterior beliefs/ideas about the problem (Browne, Rasbash, Charlton, 2012, 2).
Then the previous posterior ideas act as prior knowledge and combined with data simulated
from the joint posterior distribution using a sampler such as Metropolis-Hastings sampler.
The following prior distributions were used for analysis:
 for fixed parameters p(  )  1. This improper uniform prior is functionally equivalent to a
proper Normal prior with variance c 2 , where c is extremely large with respect to the scale
of the parameter,

 1 
 for scalar variances p 2  ~ ( ,  ) with   0,001 .
 
Deviance Information Criterion (DIC) was used as a measure of how well model fits the
data. DIC is a generalization of the Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC). Models with
smaller DIC should be preferred to models with larger DIC.
3.3 Censoring Information
In the analysis of poverty duration there are many situations in which the story of the
episode is not complete – there is the problem of right and left censored data. This means that
certain episodes start and end outside the period of the study. Figure 1 illustrates three
possible situations of censoring. Line starts when household becomes at-risk of poverty and
the black square represents the events. The first episode of household 1 starts outside
observation period (left-censored observation), the third episode of household 2 ends outside
observation period (right-censored observation) and the first episode of household 3 starts and
ends outside observation period. Right-censoring is the most common form of censoring.
Excluding right-censored observations leads to bias and may drastically reduce sample size
(Steele, 2005). Left-censored observations are more problematic and therefore analysis takes
into account the episodes that start within the observation period.

Figure 1 Example of three households with recurrent events
Source: own study.
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Our analysis takes into account only the spells that start within the observation period,
which means that left-censored data are not included. From the seven waves, the first two are
used to construct “inflow” condition. Consequently up to five waves are used for observing
poverty exits and entries. For poverty exits, we demand that the household is not-poor in the
first period, poor in the second period and from the third period we study whether household
exits poverty. The same situation occurs in the case of poverty entries (poor, not-poor and
from the third period we observe poverty entries).
3.4 Data Structure
As mentioned, in years 2000-2013 households may have several poverty entries and
poverty exits. These events are repeatable and therefore we can apply discrete-time multilevel
modelling. In our case we have a two-level hierarchical structure with poverty (or nonpoverty) spells (level 1) nested within households (level 2). This structure is illustrated in
Figure 2.

Figure 2 Two-level hierarchical structure for longitudinal data
Source: own study based on (Twisk, 2006, 86).

Originally we had data in the form of one record per household. The first step of data
transformation is to convert originally data set to a household-spell format with one record for
each of ni spells for household i . In this file we have information about event time k for
household i ( tik ) and censoring indicator:

1 if uncensored
0 if censored.

 ik  

For a right-censored case, we do not observed tik , but only the time at which they were
censored ( cik ). Our outcome variable is therefore yik  min( tik , cik ) and our observed data are
( yik ,  ik ) .
The second step to conduct discrete-time hazard models is to convert the data into a
household-spell-period data format. This conversion process is presented in Table 1.
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Table 1. Data format required for discrete-time survival analysis for recurrent events
Household-spell data set
Household i
1
1
1

Spell k
1
2
3

Household-spell-period data set
Household i
Spell k
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
3

yik
2
4
1

ik

Period t
1
2
1
2
3
4
1

yikt
0
1
0
0
0
1
0

1
1
0

Source: own study.

In household-spell-period file for each record t  1,...,tik we define a binary indicator yikt
such that:
1 if episode k of household i ends in an event during interval t
yikt  
0 otherwise.
All episodes, regardless of whether their duration is censored, will have yikt  0 for
intervals t  1,...,tik  1 . The response for the last observed interval, yiktik , will be 1 for
episodes that end in an event during that interval and 0 for those that are censored at tik .
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Results

Logit models of poverty entries and exits were estimated in two variants. First variant
(model 1) concerns only baseline hazard in the form of dummy variables representing the
number of periods spent out of poverty (entries analysis) or the number of periods spent in
poverty (exits analysis). Second variant (model 2) includes baseline hazard and explanatory
variables characterizing household (place of resident and labor status force of household) and
household’s head (sex, age and education).
First, hazard analysis of poverty entries was conducted. In fact poverty entry was poverty
entry (1st episode) or poverty re-entry. The sample contained 834 households. Model 1 and
model 2 were estimated using MQL-1, PQL-2 and MCMC methods. In both models using
MCMC method was produced highly autocorrelated chains. We did not increase the number
of iterations. MCMC estimates were close to the PQL-2 estimates and therefore we used
PQL-2 for hazard analysis of poverty entries (Table 2).
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Table 2. Hazard analysis of poverty entries – estimation results of model 1 (baseline hazard)
and model 2 (baseline hazard and explanatory variables) with unobserved heterogeneity

Variable
Poverty entry:
after 1 period of being non-poor
after 2 periods of being non-poor
after 3 periods of being non-poor
after 4 periods of being non-poor
after 5 periods of being non-poor
Sex of household head:
male
female
Age of household head:
below 60
60 and more
Education of household head:
below secondary level
secondary level and more
Place of residence:
urban areas
rural areas
Labor force status of household:
at least one unemployed person
without unemployed person
Intercept
Intercept variance

Model 1
Standard
Coefficient
error
ref
-0,554*
-0,886*
-2,138*
-1,927

-0,906*
0,000

0,172
0,281
0,728
1,032

0,076
0,000

Model 2
Standard
Coefficient
error
ref
-0,646*
-0,574
-1,660

0,300
0,499
1,077

ref
0,221

0,242

ref
0,951*

0,279

ref
-0,836*

0,310

-0,592*
ref

0,231

1,125*
ref
-1,660*
0,000

0,227
0,280
0,000

* significance level 0,05
Source: own calculations based on (Council for Social Monitoring, 2014).

In model 1 variables describing duration of being non-poor are statistically significant at
the 0,05 level. The hazard of entering poverty declines with the duration non-poor – the
highest probability of poverty entry is after one period of being non-poor, the lowest
probability is after four periods, i.e. eight years (interval between subsequent waves of panel
last two years). There is not significant unobserved heterogeneity between households.
It should be noted that only several households entered poverty after five periods and
therefore in model 2 poverty entry after five periods of being non-poor was excluded. In the
second model five variables are statistically significant: poverty entry after two periods of
being non-poor, age and education of household head, place of resident and labor force status
of household. It can be seen that risk of poverty entry decrease for households being non-poor
for two periods (relative to households being non-poor for one period), for households living
in urban areas (relative to rural areas) and for households whose head have secondary
education (relative to below secondary level). Poverty entry increase for households whose
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head is 60 and more and for households with at least one unemployed person. In this model
are also no differences between households.
Hazard analysis of poverty exit is shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Hazard analysis of poverty exits – estimation results of model 1 (baseline hazard)
and model 2 (baseline hazard and explanatory variables) with unobserved heterogeneity

Variable
Poverty exit:
after 1 period of being poor
after 2 periods of being poor
after 3 periods of being poor
after 4 periods of being poor
Sex of household head:
male
female
Age of household head:
below 60
60 and more
Education of household head:
below secondary level
secondary level and more
Place of residence:
urban areas
rural areas
Labor force status of household:
at least one unemployed person
without unemployed person
Intercept
Intercept variance

Model 1
Standard
Coefficient
error
ref
-0,419*
-0,282
-1,421

0,505*
0,000

0,184
0,394
0,839

0,072
0,000

Model 2
Standard
Coefficient
error
ref
-0,471
0,331

0,309
0,728

ref
-0,082

0,240

ref
-0,823*

0,261

ref
0,863*

0,295

0,407
ref

0,216

-0,823*
ref
1,117*
0,000

0,229
0,261
0,000

* significance level 0,05
Source: own calculations based on (Council for Social Monitoring, 2014).

Poverty exit was really poverty exit (1st episode) or poverty re-exit. We used PQL-2 for
hazard analysis of poverty exits (highly autocorrelated chains produced by MCMC method).
It can be noticed that none of the surveyed 829 households exited poverty after five periods
being poor. In model 1 only poverty exit after one period of being non-poor was statistically
significant – the hazard of exiting poverty after two periods was higher than after one period.
It has been observed that only a few households exit out of poverty after four periods of being
poor – these households were not included in model 2. Better education of household head
increases chances for exiting poverty. Older age of household head and unemployed person in
household decrease the probability of poverty exit. In model 1 and model 2 there are no
differences between households.
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4. Conclusion
The purpose of this study was to determine the effect of time spent out of poverty (in
poverty) and variables characterizing households and households’ head on the probability of
poverty entries and exits. The analysis shows negative duration dependence for poverty
entries and almost no association between time survived in poverty and poverty exits in
Poland in 2000-2013.
Households with one or more unemployed person and households with head 60 and more
have a higher risk of poverty entry and at the same time lower chance of poverty exit.
Households with less educated head are more at risk of poverty entry and less chance of
poverty exit. Households living in urban areas have lower probability of poverty entry and not
statistically significant higher probability of poverty exit. Sex of household head does
significantly affect to poverty entry and poverty exit.
Identification of households characterized by high probability of poverty entry is very
important from the point of view of social policy. On the one hand, actions of the government
and non-governmental institutions should be directed to households’ groups most at risk of
poverty entry in order to avoid poverty transition. On the other hand, social policy should
include actions directed to households belonging to poverty for a long time. These households
cannot exit from poverty without any additional support and they are most at risk of social
exclusion and even biological degradation. It should be noted that determinants of poverty
entries and poverty exits in Poland are almost unknown. We could guess that some
characteristics of household and household’s head may be the determinants of poverty entries
and exits. Based on the our study we can point which characteristics are statistically
significant determinants.
We should pay attention to data used in analysis. We assumed that belonging to poverty
(non-poverty) between subsequent waves of panel do not change, but within two years the
situation can change several times. Panel research conducted at shorter intervals should
eliminate this weakness and get a full picture of poverty transitions.
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